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In a writing performance assessment, multiple prompts for different genres are

usually needed because students are expected to be able to write in different genres.

Because of the amount of the time required and the cost of the assessment, each

student is usually restricted to responding to one or two prompts. It seems evident

that test scores derived from different genres will not generally be equivalent. Even

when efforts are made in the test construction process to make different prompts as

nearly equivalent as possible. However, these efforts are often not sufficient to

ensure test score equivalence across different prompts. Besides prompts, rater

severity is another key source of variation that makes student scores unequivalent

and non-comparable. Unless each rater scores every student paper, part of each

student's score will be dependent on who grades the paper as. Therefore, test

equating is often used to adjust test scores so that the scores on different forms or

prompts, and from different raters, are more nearly equivalent.

A variety of equating models, such as raw score linear equating and equipercentile

equating, were considered and have been tried in this study. However, these

equating models were developed for machine-scannable multiple choice assessment

and can equate prompts, but not raters. Both rater and prompt are primary sources

of variation making student scores incomparable. Therefore, it is not appropriate to

apply these models to writing assessment.

The FACETS equating model meets the complex requirement for equating writing

performance assessment across both raters and prompts. The FACETS model "can

provide a framework for obtaining objective and fair measurements of writing ability

that are statistically invariant over raters, writing tasks, and other aspects of the

writing assessment process." (Engelhard, 1992, p173).

This study is based on an equating of the 1996 writing performance assessment in

Minneapolis Public Schools (MPS). In this assessment, raters and prompts were
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equated simultaneously using the FACETS model. By presenting the results based

on the 1996 assessment, this study attempts to address two issues: First, reliable

results of equating both rater and prompt can be obtained using the FACETS model

scores. Second, single prompt-to-prompt equating is feasible if the appropriate

design and equating model are selected.

Data

About 3,000 Grade 5 students and 3,000 Grade 7 students participated in this writing

assessment. Three prompts, representing narrative, persuasive and informative

writing within a common topic, were assessed at grades 5 and 7. Each student wrote

to one of the three prompts. Students were assigned randomly to specific prompts.

(Because the results are similar, we present only Grade 5 student data in this study.)

About thirty raters were selected from the population of Minneapolis Public Schools

teachers. The three prompts were scored during three separate sessions in the

following order: narrative, informative, and persuasive. Within each session, raters

were trained before they scored papers. For each prompt, a representative sample

(about 40%) of all papers was scored by two raters. These papers for double scoring

were distributed spirally from rater to rater, i.e., each rater was paired with every

other rater at least once. After raters were well trained, they scored double-rated

papers first. After finishing the double-rated papers, raters scored single-rated

papers. This pattern was consistent for all prompts, ensuring that all raters graded

all three genres of papers and every rater was linked with all others across these

prompts. Figure 1 shows the linkage among raters when they scored the double-

rated papers.
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Figure 1. Linkage of Raters Used in Scoring 40% of Papers

A uniform scoring rubric was used to score the three groups of papers. The scoring

rubric includes three domains: Purpose and Voice; Organization and Details; and

Conventions of Writing. Under each dimension, multiple features were included in

the scoring guide. All the scoring features were rated on a "1 to 4" scale. The

framework of the scoring rubric is shown in Table 1.

Table 1
The Framework of the Scoring Rubric

Domain Scoring Feature Scale
1 Purpose and Voice Purpose 1-4

Voice 1-4
2 Organization Main Idea 1-4

Organization 1-4
Details 1-4

3 Conventions Sentence Structure 1-4
Spelling 1-4
Punctuation/ Capitalization 1-4
Grammar/ Usage 1-4
Legibility 1-4
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An analytic scoring method was used in this assessment to provide detailed

information about each student's writing, compared with the District Standards, to

improve reporting to teachers, students and parents. The scores in the three domains

("Purpose and Voice," "Organization," and "Conventions") were grouped and

averaged, yielding three mean scores on a 1-4 scale. A total raw score was then

obtained by adding the three scores together. Generally, the overall raw score is

derived from these features according to the following formula:

Raw score = average (Purpose + Voice) + average (Main idea + Organization +

+Details) + average (Sentence + Spelling + Punctuation + Grammar +

+Legibility)

Given that all these writing features are scored on a scale of 1 to 4, based on this

formula the raw score ranges from 3 to 12.

Equating Design

The random-groups design was used in this assessment, in which different prompts

were administered to different but randomly equivalent groups of students. Under

the random-groups equating design, student groups who take different test prompts

are regarded as being sampled from the same population. The population of Grade 5

students was divided into three random groups. One of three different prompts

(persuasive, narrative and informative) was administered to each group during the

testing period. The common rater group links the three individual student groups.

Every rater was paired with all of the other raters at least once. A uniform scoring

rubric was used to score all the three prompts. Figure 2 shows the general design of

raters, students, scoring features and prompts.
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Ten scoring Features

Figure 2. Linkage of Raters, Prompts, Scoring Rubric, and Student Groups

FACETS Model

An extension of the Rasch model to include multiple facets (FACETS model) was

used in equating to determine the transformation rules. For the MPS writing

assessment, the primary FACETS model includes four facets: student, item (scoring

component), rater and prompt:

log( Pnijmk ) = B, Di Ci Am Fk

Pnijmk-1
(1)

where Pniimk is the probability of student n being graded in category k by rater j on

item i and topic m, Pniimk_i is the probability of student n being graded k-1 by rater j

on item i and topic m, Bn is the writing ability measure of student n, Di is the

difficulty calibration of item i, Cj is the severity measure of rater j, Am is the

difficulty calibration of prompt k, and Fk is the difficulty calibration of grading

category k-1 relative to category K. The rating scale is k=0, K.
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Within the FACETS model, the three student groups were anchored to the same

group mean. Thus, equating was controlled by the adjustment made for the three

student groups based on prompt differences. Because the three equivalent student

groups share the same scale with the same group mean and same measurement

units, the differences among the prompts can be attributed to the differences of the

difficulty level of the prompts and sample errors. Thus, adjustment is made for

student measures based on the difficulty of the prompts. Had we not anchored the

three groups to the same group mean, students who responded to easier prompts

would have appeared to be more able, and students who responded to harder

prompts would be appeared to be less able. A variance analysis was conducted to

examine the interaction between raters and prompts. The results show that the

interaction between raters and prompts is not enough to consider. Therefore, only

student groups were anchored in this study.

Prompt Difficulty Equating and Adjustment

As we discussed earlier, student raw scores cannot be assumed to be comparable if

they responded to different prompts. Finding that prompts differ substantially in the

degree of difficulty can make test developers aware of the prompt differences, and

allow them to adjust student scores in accordance with the difficulty of prompts.

The FACETS model produces a measure of the difficulty level of each prompt. Table

2 rank-ordered these prompts from the most difficult at the top to the easiest at the

bottom. The informative prompt was hardest, the narrative prompt was easiest, with

the persuasive prompt in between. All fit statistics are between 1.0 and 1.1, which

indicates that the data from the topics fit the model well enough for measuring

student ability. The difficulty differences between the prompts are significant, x2 (2)

=4997.1 and 2939.5, p < .001 with a high separation reliability (R=1.00). This implies
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that an equating procedure is necessary to adjust the prompt difficulty for student

scores.

Table 2
Prompts Calibration and Analysis

Prompt
Rasch

Measure S.E.

Infit
Mean Squares

Outfit
Mean squares

Raw Score
Average

Informative 0.29 0.01 1.1 1.1 2.4

Narrative -0.22 0.01 1.1 1.1 2.6

Persuasive -0.07 0.01 1.0 1.0 2.5

Overall 0 0.01 1.1 1.1

Figures 3 through 5 show the differences in difficulties of prompts and how the

FACETS equating adjusted these differences. In Figure 3, three ogive curves

represent the three student groups who produced informative, narrative and

persuasive writings, respectively. The conversion between raw scores and the Rasch

measures indicates that raw score is dependent on the prompts. Students with the

same writing ability receive unfair higher raw scores on narrative writing and unfair

lower scores on persuasive and informative writing because of the difficulty of the

prompts. After equating, the FACETS model adjusted the difficulty of the prompts

for student measures. Thus, student measures for different groups are equivalent

and comparable. One may notice that there is little difference between students with

greater than 6 logits on the Rasch scale. That may imply that the 1-4 scale has a

ceiling effect so that the scale cannot differentiate top students very well. Another

possibility could be that these high achieving students are able to write very well to

any of the three prompts. Exploration of these possibilities is beyond the scope of

this study.
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Figure 3. FACETS Equated Measures and Raw Scores on Three Prompts

In order to make the Rasch measures more easily understood by teachers, parents

and students, the Rasch measures were transformed linearly to scale ranging from 3

to 12. The new reporting scale looks like, but is quite different from the raw score

scale. The reporting scale keeps the good properties of the Rasch scale: prompt

difference adjusted, calibration invariance, and equal interval, so that student scores

are accurate and comparable. Figure 4 shows the linear relationship between student

raw scores and their Rasch measures.
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Figure 5 shows the relationship between the adjusted reporting scores and the raw

scores. This figure indicates how the reporting scale adjusts for students' scores

based on prompt difficulties. For example, a student with a raw score of 8 receives a

reporting score about 7.9 on narrative writing, 8.0 on persuasive writing, and 8.1 on

informative writing. The reporting score makes student results from different

prompts comparable.
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Figure 5. Rasch Reporting Scores and Raw Scores

It will be clear to identify prompt variations in raw scores and adjust through

equating if we control the rater variation. Table 3 exhibits student pairs who wrote

to different prompts but were rated by the same raters. This table shows how

prompt difficulties affect raw scores and how the FACETS equating removes prompt

difficulty differences from student measures.

Students "394540" and "835015" were graded by the same raters, and earned the

same raw scores on narrative and informative prompts. However, their ability

measures are -3.47 and -2.94 logits respectively. The substantial difference of .51

logits occurred because the difficulties of the prompts are different (0.51 logits

different). The raw score of the first student (narrative writing) was overestimated

because of the easier prompt; the second student (informative writing) was



underestimated because of the harder prompt. The student measures, which are

corrected for differences in prompt difficulties, provide fair assessment for the two

students.

The other pairs of student measures demonstrate similar patterns. These results

show that the raw scores were affected by different prompts and that the FACETS

equating process adjusts for student measures based upon prompt difficulties.

Table 3 Prompt Equated and Adjusted on Rasch Scale (Same Raters)

Student Prompt Calibration Raw
Score

Rasch
Measure

394540 Narrative -0.22 4.7 -3.47
835015 Informative 0.29 4.7 -2.94

Diff. 0.51 0.51
075329 Informative 0.29 5.4 -2.22
798274 Narrative -0.22 5.4 -2.72

Diff. 0.51 0.50
073933 Persuasive -0.07 6.5 -1.43
591471 Narrative -0.22 6.5 -1.58

Diff. 0.15 0.15
047130 Narrative 0.29 5.5 -2.31
791185 Persuasive -0.07 5.5 -2.67

Diff. 0.36 0.36
012067 Persuasive -0.07 11.8 5.65
799301 Informative 0.29 11.8 6.04

Diff. 0.36 0.39
598687 Persuasive -0.07 11.6 4.85
791208 Narrative -0.22 11.6 4.70

Diff. 0.15 0.15

081213 Narrative -0.22 8.9 0.57
397206 Informative 0.29 8.9 1.06

Diff. 0.51 0.49
Note: Standard Errors for all the prompts are 0.01.



Table 4 uses the reporting scale score to compare with the raw score, instead of the

Rasch measures. This table shows that the reporting scores follow the same pattern

as the Rasch measures and that the reporting score removes prompt difficulty

differences from student scores.

Table 4. Prompt Equated and Adjusted on Rasch Scale Scores (Same Raters)

Student Prompt Calibration Raw
Score

Scale
Score

394540 Narrative 7.7 4.7 5.5
835015 Informative 8.1 4.7 5.9

Difference 0.4 0.4
075329 Informative 8.1 5.4 6.3
798274 Narrative 7.7 5.4 5.9

Difference 0.4 0.4
073933 Persuasive 7.8 6.5 6.9
591471 Narrative 7.7 6.5 6.8

Diff. 0.1 0.1
047130 Informative 8.1 5.5 6.3
791185 Persuasive 7.8 5.5 6.0

Diff. 0.3 0.3
012067 Persuasive 7.8 11.8 11.7
799301 Informative 8.1 11.8 12.0

Diff. 0.3 0.3
598687 Persuasive 7.8 11.6 11.2
791208 Narrative 7.7 11.6 11.1

Diff. 0.1 0.1
081213 Narrative 7.7 8.9 8.3
397206 Informative 8.1 8.9 8.7

Diff. 0.4 0.4

Table 5 shows the comparison of group distributions before and after equating. The

results indicate that for the different student groups, the means, standard deviations,

spreads, and shapes of distributions are equivalent and comparable after equating.

Without equating, students have very differing probabilities of success when they

write to different prompts.
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Table 5. Comparison between Raw Scores and Scale Scores

Raw Score Scale Score

(Before Equating) (After Equating)

Informative Narrative Persuasive Informative Narrative Persuasive

N Count 1365 986 969 1365 986 969

Mean 7.8 8.1 8.0 7.9 7.9 7.9

S.D. 2.09 1.09 1.97 1.76 1.65 1.66

Kurtosis 0.08 -0.25 0.30 0.14 0.49 0.52

Skewness -0.53 -0.13 -0.30 0.28 0.19 0.16

Rater Equating and Adjustment

As we know, student raw scores may not be comparable if they happened to be rated

by severe raters. Examining discrepant ratings may not be an appropriate or

adequate method for resolving this issue. Two severe raters may agree in their

ratings of a student, but without knowing that the two raters are significantly more

severe than other raters, one would have no reason to question these ratings.

Finding that raters differ substantially in the degree of severity exercised can suggest

a need to address such differences in rater training, or to consider the feasibility of

adjusting students' scores in accordance with the severity or leniency of the raters.

The FACETS model produces a measure of the degree of severity of each rater. Table

6 (see column labelled "severity measure") rank-orders these raters from the most

sever at the top to the most lenient at the bottom. To the right of each Rater Severity

Measure is the standard error of the estimate, indicating the precision with which it

14
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has been estimated. Other things being equal, the more observations an estimate is

based on, the smaller its standard error. The rater severity ranges from

-0.92 to 0.50 at grade 5. The spread is 1.42 logits. This represents a mean score

discrepancy of appromixately 0.4 on the 4-point scale. All of the raters are between -

1.00 and + 1.00 logit in severity.



Table 6
Rater Severity Analysis

Rater ID

Severity

Measure S.E.

Infit

Mean Squares

Outfit

Mean squares

Raw Score

Average

43 0.46 0.02 1.0 1.0 2.7

37 0.41 0.02 1.2 1.1 2.6

17 0.34 0.02 1.0 1.0 2.5

11 0.28 0.01 1.2 0.7 2.5

14 0.28 0.02 0.7 1.0 2.5

39 0.26 0.02 1.1 0.9 2.7

25 0.2 0.02 0.9 0.9 2.5

20 0.18 0.01 0.9 1.1 2.4

36 0.14 0.02 1.1 1.1 2.6

30 0.1 0.02 1.1 0.9 2.5

33 0.05 0.2 9.0 1.2 2.8

42 0.04 0.02 1.2 0.7 2.8

40 0.01 0.02 0.6 0.9 2.6

35 -0.03 0.01 0.9 1.1 2.7

21 -0.06 0.02 1.1 1.1 2.8

32 -0.13 0.02 1.1 0.9 2.7

34 -0.13 0.02 9.0 1.1 2.7

22 -0.15 0.02 1.1 1.0 2.9

15 -0.16 0.02 1.0 1.1 2.6

19 -0.17 0.02 1.0 1.2 2.7

27 -0.17 0.01 1.0 1.6 2.7

13 -0.18 0.02 1.2 1.1 2.6

18 -0.2 0.02 1.6 1.2 2.6

38 -0.23 0.02 0.9 0.8 2.6

16 -0.28 0.02 1.2 1 2.6

23 -0.3 0.02 1.3 0.9 2.8

12 -0.31 0.02 0.8 1.1 2.7

31 -0.47 0.01 1.1 1.3 2.8

28 -0.49 0.02 1.3 1.4 2.8

26 -0.53 0.02 1.5 1.5 2.8

Overall 0 0.01 1.1 1.1 2.6
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Figures 6 through 8 show the raw scores plotted against the Rasch measures within

each prompt. These figures illustrate that raw scores unadjusted for rater severity

can mask variability in writing competence.
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It is easy to see rater severity differences and adjustment if we control prompt effects.

Table 7 shows how rater severity affects raw scores, and how rater severity is

removed from student measures when prompt difficulties are controlled. The

student pairs in Table 7 wrote to the same prompts, but were graded by different

raters. These students were selected for comparison of the measures given by

different raters.

Student pair "004107" and "780815" earned the same raw scores graded by different

raters, but their ability measures are -0.30 and +0.34 logits respectively. The

substantial difference of .64 logits occurred because the different raters have different

severity level (0.64 different). Student "004107" had a more severe rater, while

Student "780815" had a more lenient rater. The rater severity difference made the

two students' raw scores same. The Rasch measures removed the effects of rater

severity and provided fair and comparable estimates of writing ability. The same can

be said for the other pairs of students.
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Table 7 Rater Severity Equated and Adjusted

Student Rater 1 with
Severity

Rater 2 with
Severity

Average
Severity

Raw
Score

Rasch
Measure

Prompt

004107 23 (-0.30) -0.30 7 -1.07 Informative
780815 17 (0.34) 0.34 7 -0.43 Informative

Diff. 0.64 0.54
691478 16 (-.028) -.028 4.3 -5.05 Narrative
397613 14 (0.28) 0.28 4.3 -4.49 Narrative

Diff. 0.56 0.56
793336 17 (0.34) 0.34 13 5.97 Persuasive
592085 28(-0.49) -0.49 13 5.14 Persuasive

Diff. 0.83 0.83
012690 33 (0.05) 0.05 11.7 4.88 Narrative
598627 31 (-0.47) -0.47 11.7 4.37 Narrative

Diff. 0.52 0.51
781379 32 (-0.13) -0.13 7.1 -0.83 Informative
080844 14 (0.28) 0.28 7.1 -0.36 Informative

Diff. 0.41 0.47
243309 23 (-0.30) 24 (-0.73) -0.52 7.3 -1.01 Informative
591402 25 (0.20) 0.20 7.3 -0.28 Informative

Diff. 0.72 0.73
399286 43 (0.46) 0.46 8.5 1.25 Informative
595063 18 (-0.20) -0.20 8.5 0.60 Informative

Diff. 0.66 0.65
691478 16 (-.028) -0.28 3.9 -5.05 Narrative
397613 14 (0.28) 0.28 3.9 -4.49 Narrative

Diff. 0.56 0.56

Overall Results

The overall results for students, raters, prompts and scoring items are shown

graphically in Figure 9. The FACETS program calibrates the raters, students, topics

and scoring dimensions so that all facets are positioned on a common scale. That

scale is in log-odds, or "logit" units which, under the model, constitute an equal-

interval scale with respect to appropriately transformed probabilities of responding



in particular categories. The figure enables one to view all facets of the analysis

simultaneously, summarizing key information about each facet.

Figure 9 shows that the student distribution spreads from -7 to +8. All raters are

located beween +1 logit and -1 logit, which means they are not extremely severe or

lenient. The informative prompt was the hardest, while the narrative was the easiest.
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This assessment includes four facets: students (about 3000 each grade), raters (about

30, nested with students), prompts (3 prompts nested with students and raters), and

scoring items (10 items crossed with raters). Furthermore, 60% of the papers were

rated by one rater and 40% by two raters. Rasch-based generalizability can be

conducted to estimate the reliability of the assessment when all facets are considered.

Table 8 shows the estimated variance analysis for difference facets. The

generalizability (or reliablity) estimate is 0.81. The variance components analysis

shows that the scoring item facet takes into account the largest variance except the

main effect for students. If we want to increase the generalizability, we need to

improve the scoring rubric. A variance analysis conducted using a small sample

from the population, showed that the magnitudes of interactions between facets were

Very small (about 0.0001). Therefore, we can assume the variance of the interaction is

zero. This table does not include the variances of interaction.

Table 8

Rasch-based Generalizability

Rasch Analysis Results Student Rater Item Topic

S.D. 2.16 0.5 0.68 0.21

RMSE 0.55 0.09 0.01 0.01

S.D.2= Observed Variance 4.67 0.25 0.46 0.04

RMSE2 = Error Variance 0.30 0.008 0.0001 0.0001

True Variance 4.37 0.24 0.46 0.04

Rasch-based Generalizability 0.81
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Conclusions and Discussion

This study demonstrates the feasibility of using the FACETS model to equate both

raters and prompts in a writing performance assessment. It also demonstrates the

feasibility of equating prompts. The advantages of the FACETS model--sample

independence, calibration invariance, equating more than one facet at the same time,

and flexiblity in the sample size for examinees and items--make equating both raters

and prompts feasible and ensures accurate and stable results.
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